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Introduction 

 

MyVision is, the solution for publishing and execution of  reports designed for DataCycle 
Reporting. 

DataCycle MyVision is part of DataCycle suite, helping to decision making process for any 
company, any sector, working as web platform for DataCylce Reporting and DataCycle 
Scorecard. 
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DataCycle MyVision is a Web application, allowing visualization and reporting process 
execution, generated and configured with DataCycle Reporting 

 

 

 

The main benefit of DataCycle MyVision and DataCycle Reporting compared with other 
vendors’ solutions is, taking advantage of Excel reporting features empowered them with 
ApeSoft technology: 

 Avoid license purchase by user. 

 Exploit all features and probably the best application for visualization and data 
manipulation additionally installed in most PC’s: Microsoft Excel. 

 Eliminates the necessity of install and configure new software on client’s PC, everything 
is centralized.  

The main properties of DataCycle MyVision and DataCycle Reporting solution are: 

 Dispatching engine of selected information. 

 Integral process for report designing, planning, implementation, execution and tracking 
all in one application. 

 Access to RDBM most used in all sectors (AS/400, Oracle, SQL Server, etc.) 

 Environment managed and centralized. 

 Delivery of customized reports and multi user dispatch from a unique designed 
template. 

 Work Flow managed by alerts (mailing capability) 

 Technical lay-out, project oriented 
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 Intuitive look and feel environment and easy to use. 

 Scalability and modular upgrading.  

 User profile manager, granting access to users with technical knowledge for SQL and 
centralized queries, template designing or final users.  

 Customized and secure web Login for process and reports of DataCycle Reporting.  

 Easy to install and deploy. 

 Users have direct access to data sources, easy and transparent way. 

 No especial requirements in clients PCs only Internet Explorer and Microsoft Excel 

 Enable an easy and compatible logon with Microsoft domains feature. 

 Capability of integration with corporate intranets and web environments. 
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Publishing and Execution of 

processes at MyVision  

Let’s publish an already developed report in DataCycle Reporting through MyVision. 

 

 All desired reports to be published at MyVision should be contained in a DCR folder. 

Any report placed in “All process and links” might not be seen at MyVision. 

 

 

 

 

Let’s Click on “Set Results” option, then click on “Generation Options” 
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Let’s tick option “Publish in MyVision”  

 

 

 

Having saved changes, we will notice the label next to MyVision icon has changed from “NOT 
publish in” to “Publish in”. 
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Once the publication in MyVision is ticked, we should assign user access privileges. 

At the top command’s bar, click on “User Privileges” 

 

 

At the User access right’s screen, select a desired user and click on “Add” button. 
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After click on “Add” will show a pop up screen, indicating user privileges for that specific 
process, here we can choose the follow options: 

1) All results. The user will be able to see all results derived from the execution of the process 
with indecency of process owners or executers 

2) Only user results. Users can only see processes and results created by them. 

3) Results with properties visible for the user: Users can only see reports with visibility properties 
assigned through parameters in process configuration (This option will be explained later on). 

For this example, let’s tick on All Results. 
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 Users whom want to use MyVision as visualization and processing platform have to 
have Security Level: “1 – Individual object access control”. 
This security level assigns different privileges on every object; additionally grant access to 
users above desired process has to have access rights on the database, folder and process in 
user configuration at DataCycle Reporting interface. 
 

 

Let’s login to MyVision web application. Users’ access validation is through MyVision 
homepage, typing a valid username and password. The homepage address will depend of 
MyVision environment setup. 

 

 

Once, our credentials have been granted, Click on desired project link to start working. 

In case of having rights on a only single one process this step will be no longer needed, because 
MyVision will show the folder structure according to the privileges assigned in DataCycle 
Reporting to the user logged on. Furthermore, a folder named MyFavorites will be listed at the 
top. 
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The user will be able to explorer throughout folder structure with the proper rights; in this 
example the user “MyVision” only has rights on Commercial folder. Let’s click on it to see the 
published report. 

 

 

 

 

Here, we can see the Report that we have published previously in DataCycle Reporting. 
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Also we can see the generated reports clicking on Results link; we will notice there are not 
reports available because this process hasn’t been processed yet.  

 

 

Let’s go back to DataCycle Reporting and execute Weekly Sales process to see the report 
generated in MyVision. 
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If we go back to Results link in MyVision, will be able to see the Report generated. 

 

 

 

To visualize the results, we have to click on the report name link, followed by a file’s 
downloaded or redirect to an html page generated depending of the task configured in the result 
(Excel or Html). 
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Process execution at MyVision  

For a user can run a process execution in MyVision should be fulfill the next requirements: 

1) The process has to be configured to be published in MyVision through DataCycle Reporting. 

2) The user has to have rights above the Project, Database, query, folder and Process in 
DataCycle Reporting. 

To meet the first condition, we have to edit the process in Data Cycle Reporting, click on 
MyVision link located in left hand side bottom and tick the option Executable in MyVision. 

 

  

 

 If a Process is executable in MyVision, DataCycle Reporting will add a code 
(“!<code>!”) at the rear part of the file name, preventing overlapping at the file generation of 
processes execution.  

To meet the condition # 2, we should edit the user privileges and check if the option is ticked 
“User can run this process” in DataCycle Reporting. 
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At MyVision environment, we can see the link “Execute” is now available. 

 

 

 

To execute the process we just have to click on “Execute”, once pressed we will be transferred 
where all parameters are configured. For this example doesn’t apply any parameter because we 
haven’t configured them. 

Finally we press the button Execute. 
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While the process is being executed, we can see the progress and also we have the option to 
cancel any process running, clicking on Cancel link. 

 

 

Once the process has been finalized we can see the final Result. 
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MyVision folders 

At MyVision application we can create folders, additionally those created by DataCycle 
Reporting. These folders can be created directly from MyVision Folder Manager or dynamically 
during the execution of a process as we will see further up. 

To create, edit, modify, change folder privileges or manage their content, use MyVision folder 
Manger option from Project menu. 

 

  

 

Through this Manager, we can explore the folder structure of MyVision. 
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 In gray color are represented all DataCycle Reporting folders which cannot be modified 

On enabled folders we can do the following actions: 

 Create a new folder. 

 Edit a folder 

 Delete a folder 

 Assign user privileges. 
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At this point we can see how to give access right to existing user (users or groups with folders’ 
rights) 
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Publishing other file formats at MyVision  

MyVision allows to publish several file formats not exclusive excel files, for instance HTML, 
PDF or PPT among others. Simply we just have to select the option “Publish in MyVision” at 
Set Results option of Process property. At this point, MyVision will be the platform to allow the 
visualization of these files; previously the file format exportation task should be configured in 
DataCycle Reporting. 

 

 

In this example we have 3 different tasks of file exportation with the option Publish in MyVision 
published selected. 

 

The different file formats are published as shown in next image. 
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Also is possible Publish an external document in MyVision, we can find a task in DataCycle 
Reporting that allows us publish any file. 

In “Add Task” section we can see “Publish file in MyVision” task. 
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For this example we provide the file path and folder name. 
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After execute the process we will see published the selected file in MyVision.  
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Exercises. 

Publishing a process already developed in DataCycle Reporting, giving visualization access to 
different users. 

- Login to MyVision with those selected usernames, passwords and open the 
reports generated. 

- Modify the process, assigning rights to selected users, allowing execute the 
process. 

- Login as every user and execute the process, visualize the reports generated. 
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On Demand Parameters  

On demand parameters and attributes there are properties that enable us to customize user and 
reports configuration with variables for special treatment on data manipulation. 

For instance, in an organization a parameter works as user characterizer and helps to indentify 
content of reports, like selling poles, regions, departments etc. 

Selecting “User properties for this project” option from Project Menu. 

 

 

Shown below the user form of User properties for this project 
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 Although exists different types of parameters, we will use default values. In case we have 
to define a new one, we can always click in “Edit types” button and create it. 

Assigning On demand parameters to profile users. 

The next step is, define the values will be assigned to on demand parameters at project level, 
when users values match with conditions requested in the query. 

Let’s edit the user profile. 
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Click on “Edit property values” link followed by selecting the project what we want to assign a 
specific value. 

For instance, we will use the user “Nacy Davolio” and will assign “1” as value and “IdUser” as 
parameter name, 

 

We can change any time the value clicking on Change… button. 
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Also we can access to review properties by clicking at the same link name; here we can see all 
values. 

Clicking on View properties, shows the values assigned to user parameter, filtering the 
information selected in queries for a specific task, for instance, if a query has configured the 
parameter IdUser, with a value different of 1, this specific user won’t be able to the see the 
report generated and Published in MyVision. 

 

 

Typically, the values assigned for every user they might match with values utilized in queries, in 
this example, user “Steven Buchanan” which is Sales manager; he will be able to see all reports 
which the parameters are within “1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10” all these values were assigned to every 
sales representative, that means Mr. Steven Buchanan will be able to see all reports of every sales 
man. 
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Use of user properties (On demand parameters) as 

filter’s queries of task's within a processes.  

The user properties are helpful when the information should be filter by specific parameters, 
used at process tasks of “Insert Data” 

 

Simple Report option.  
 
Let’s use the user propertied IdUser, created in previous steps, to generate a report filter by on 
demand parameters. 

Editing the existing process, let’s edit “Insert Data” task and clicking in filters tab, adding a new 
one. Let’s select IdEmployee field equal to value field and we will right click and select “Insert 
Parameter”. 

After this, we will see a filter pop up screen then we will select “User context” tab and select the 
parameter “IdUser”. 

When the process is generated, it will take automatically the on demand parameter configured 
specifically to user who is running the process, filtering the information inserted into report 
processed. 
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After this step, we will define the results parameter clicking on “Set Results” link and just before 
the dot file extension; we will right click and select insert parameters. 

Choosing the third tab, named User context, we will select EXEC_USER_FULLNAME with 
the purpose of personalized the result indicating, the data inserted in this report will contain only 
data filter with the name shown at the file name. 
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Going to MyVision Properties on the left hand side bottom 

 

Let’s click on add Property, select “IdUser” parameter and move to Assigned properties. 

We will see the IdUser in Parameters columns and let’s double click to Assign values, at the 
bottom part will right click and insert the IdUser at User context tab. 

Finally our configuration will look as the follow image. 
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At this point, click on “users” button to assign privileges whom have access to this report, after 
select users we will see “User privileges for this process” screen, here let’s select ”Only user 
results” 

  

 

 

 

At MyVision environment when user Nancy logged in and run the process, we will see, the data 
is filtered by IdUser parameter value. 
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If we login as Steve in my MyVision, we will see, he is allowed to run and visualize reports of all 
sales representatives. 
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Multiple Process option 
 

Multiple Processes has the intention to generate the process based in iterations of values 
returned by parameters. For this example we will use the group of users “Sales”. Generating a 
sales report filter by each user’s information contained into the group. 
 
Let’s use the same process used on previous example but using “User group” option 
 

 
 
 
We will click in add group option, select Sales group and then ok button. 
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After this, we will edit Insert data task of the Task list at filter tab, let’s edit the IdEmployee filter 
and right click in value field to Insert Parameters. 
 
Then, in User group context tab we will find IdUser_USERGROUP 
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Changing the definition name for each report generated, click in Set Results, replacing the 
IdUser parameter, right clicking to insert the new parameters and we will select NAME from 
user group context to assign the name of each sales representative into the final file name. 

 

 

 

The next step is, edit MyVision options clicking in Generated Report properties, then click in 
“Add Property” and add IdUser_USERGROUP 

 

 

Finally we will assign visualization rights to Sales group. 
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When this processes has been executed, will generate a report per each group member and every 
report will be filter with every parameter value assign by user. 

 

 

When Sale representatives log in to MyVision will have access to their own report. 
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Additionally if user Marc login we will see, he is able to see all reports generated. 
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Setup of reports within a MyVision folder.  

Through “Set MyVision folder” option of MyVision section in a process, we can specify a 
virtual folder for generated reports in MyVision environment. 

Using the previous example, let’s change the destination path at MyVision, clicking on Set 
MyVision folder option. 
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Here we have the follow options: 

1) Leaving the folder name space blank: Reports will be created at folder defined in results at 
process configuration. 

2) Select a folder: Reports will be created at MyVision folder and will be accessible from Results 
links at specific folder at MyVision. 

3) Folder name with parameters: This option is equivalent as Results in DatCycle Reporting 
(Windows folder) also can use parameters from a process report, in this case in running time will 
be created dynamically the folder desired. 

By purpose of this example we will use the third option, using user group context parameter. 

Selecting user folder and right clicking in folder name to add the parameter Name as shows in 
the follow image. 
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With this option selected, all reports will be generated into correspondent folder according to 
every user. 

Activating the check box: Create destination folder during report execution (if not existing) 

Also is possible define user and folder rights from Folder Manager of MyVision during 
execution time. 

This feature is useful when virtual folders are created dynamically (doesn’t exists before process 
execution and is created during its execution) 

We can choose from these different options. 

 

 

1) Inheriting parent folder rights: When folders are created, automatically the same rights are 
assigned from the upper folder. 

2) Selecting a user from an iteration group: Selectable option only when is a multiple 
personalized report by user group. 

3) Selecting a user with execution rights: When folder is automatically created, access privilege 
is assign to report executor user. 

4) Selecting users: When a folder is automatically created, selected users are assign with access 
rights and users can be added or removed through “Add” and “Remove” buttons.  

 

By purpose of this exercise, we will use the second option giving every iteration user and 
additionally to Steve whom is not Sales representative but will have access right to all folders due 
he is Sales Manager. 
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After process execution in MyVision, every user will have access their respective folders 
including all sales reports. 
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User Marc (Sales Manager) has access to all folders.  
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Exercises 

Create a new user context parameter, SalesCountry. Assign to users from sales group visibility 
and values, User Marc will be assigned visibility values of all sales representatives. 

Duplicate process used in data filter through context parameters using a new context parameter 
named SalesCountry, from MyVision execute it with different users. 

Duplicate process used in multiple report option examples, using a new context parameter 
named SalesCountry, Schedule the process execution and log in with different users checking up 
results obtained. 
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Web environment 

How we have already seen to login to MyVision and surfing among different folders, how to run 
report execution and visualize them. Let’s see what’s still left in MyVision. 

 

Add reports to MyFavorites  folder  

 
A user can add a report published in MyFavorites as a shortcut accessing it later on. 
  
 
 

 
 
 

To get it, we should click on located at the left hand side after this, click again on  at 
the right hand side of file name.  
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Once we added the report, it will be accessible from MyFavorites folder. 
 

 
The same process is used to remove a report from MyFavorites folder, clicking on  
located on the right hand side of file name and details. 
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Change of Password 

MyVision allows password administration by users, clicking on Configuration button, typing 
current password followed by typing twice the new password and finally clicking in Change 
password button. 
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Jobs 

On Jobs tab, we can see the progress of every processes running. 
 
 

 
 

Logout  

Exists 2 ways of exit MyVision application, clicking on Logout tab or simply closing the web 
server.  
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Special features of MyVision 

environment  

 

Macros in MyVision environment 

In concurrent users environments as MyVision, is very important realize at designing time, 
macros execution. For that purpose those reports with executable macros at the generation 
process might cause some problems if processes are executed by more than one user at the 
same time. 
 
If we know this situation may occur at any time, we have to install a special template added 
to MyVision environment. 
 
Templates offered with MyVision are: 
 
Office 2007 

 pMVPlantilla_base.xlsm 

 pMVAsistenteTabDyn.xlsm 
 
Office 97-2003 

 pMVPlantilla_base.xls 

 pMVAsistenteTabDyn.xls 
 
These templates execute macros in user terminals avoiding parallel executions on host 
machine, solving the concurrence problem. 
 
Let’s see an example how we can create a report with pivot table needing a macro 
execution named “CrearMetacubo” to generate the report. 
 
Starting with process creation, we will name it as Sales analysis MV and then click in 
Create/Use a design from an existing one. 
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At the bottom of wizard form we will indicate the location, optionally, you can choose, 
Create/Use a design from existing one and we select pMVAsistenteTabDyn.xls for 
Excel 97-2003 or pMVAsistenteTabDyn.xlsm for Excel 2007. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Next with the process configuration as we already know, no affecting task of Macro 
execution, instead of this, let’s open the template with Visual Basic editor (Alt + F11). 
Editing “ThisWorkbook” object, right clicking we choose edit code. 
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Add the macro name wished to execute, in this case “CrearMetacubo” 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Whiter Macros has parameters, they has to be with quotations and followed by comas. 

 

Open generated report with Internet Explorer  

In MyVision environment, using Internet Explorer let’s click in the generated report, we will 
have “Open” or “Save” options. 
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If we select “open”, then file will be opened without problems.  
 

 
 
 
 
But if we try run any macro and we click any of both buttons configured for this report we 
will get an error. 
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This error occurs because Internet Explorer opens the report in a temporal way. If after 
this we save the template, the error doesn’t reproduce it. If we want avoid this error 
happens, we have to use the template files mentioned before. 
  
 
 


